Comprehensive
Service
Superior Tank Solutions Inc, is a full service firm
dedicated to providing premier, comprehensive design,
manufacturing, installation and service to the storage tank
industry. After inspecting thousands of tanks over 30 years, we
know which products and techniques work the best over the long
term. STS provides a complete range of services from the design,
manufacturing and installation of new steel tanks to
comprehensive service and long term maintenance of existing
tanks. Utilizing cutting edge coatings technologies and high end
machinery, our dedicated team of tank specialists will handle all
of your steel tank needs with uncompromising quality and
service. We specialize in three main areas:
Tank Cleaning, Conditional Assessments and Renovations
With routine cleanings, assessments and renovations you can
rest assured your tanks will operate at peak performance and any
potential issues will be discovered early eliminating emergency
downtime and expensive repairs. In addition, a clean tank will
lower your operating costs as disinfectant usage will decrease
and produce less DBP facilitating compliance with EPA Stage 2.
During a tank cleaning and assessment we will:
Remove sediment and invisible biofilm buildup then disinfect
interior.
Complete conditional assessment including inaccessible
areas such as underside of tank bottom.
Perform structural integrity analysis to avoid premature failure
Evaluate safety issues and provide upgrades to eliminate
injury or citation
Review new standards and regulations to ensure compliance
The exterior appearance of a water storage tank is the main
representation of the local water infrastructure and a tank
renovation can boost residents' confidence in the entire system.
STS can also provide comprehensive tank renovations:
Security enhancements to prevent vandalism or theft and
resulting damage
Corrosion repair to prevent significant future problems
Interior/Exterior coating renovations (Various new 100%
solids coatings available)

Engineering Manufacturing Installation
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Exclusive Asset Management Program
“Many thousands of dollars can be saved and complaints from
citizens can be eliminated if a planned approach to tank
maintenance is taken.” AWWA M42 (1998): Chapter 9.
Our tank experts will help you save time and money through our
unique ability to service all your tank needs. With our exclusive
Annual Maintenance Program (AMP) your budget will be simple
and straightforward.
We have the long term vision to make recommendations and will
customize a program to your system's specific requirements. All
preventative tank maintenance will be covered under one asset
management solution with a guaranteed annual fee and we take
all the risk. No more questionable third party inspections or costly
change orders and risk associated with the traditional low bid
process.

Turn-Key New Bolted and Welded Steel Tanks
When your system requires additional storage capacity, STS has
a direct connection to Superior Tank Co., Inc., which
manufactures bolted steel and welded steel tanks. We can
engineer, supply and install new tanks at the manufacturer direct
price. This connection eliminates middleman mark up and
ensures exceptional customer service.

We will be glad to answer your tank questions!
Please contact us at:
Toll Free: 800-221-8265
Service@superiortanksolutions.com
superiortanksolutions.com

Financial assistance available through interest free spread costs or contractor financing!
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